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Gua Shaa (Chinese: 刮痧; pinyyin: guā shā
ā),
literally "too scrape awaay fever" inn Chinese (m
more
loosely, "too scrape awaay disease bby allowing
g the
disease to eescape as saandy-lookinng objects thhrough
the skin"), is an anciennt medical trreatment.
Sometimess referred to as "spooninng" by English
speakers, itt has also beeen given thhe descriptiv
ve
French nam
me, "tribo-efffleurage".
The Vietnaamese term for this pracctice is cao
gio((pronouncedd "cow yaw
w"), meaningg roughly too "scrape wiind", as in V
Vietnamese culture
"cattching a colld" or fever is often refe
ferred to as trug
t
gio "to catch windd". The origin of
this term is the Shang Hann Lun, a ~2220 CE Chinnese Medicaal text on coold induced disease
- likke most Asian countries China's medical
m
sciennces were a profound innfluence in
Viettnam, especcially betweeen the 5th and
a 7th Cennturies CE. Cạo gio is aan extremelly
com
mmon remeddy in Vietnaam and for overseas
o
Viietnamese.
It iss also used iin Indonesiaa. It is a tradditional Javaanese technnique, know
wn as kerikan (lit.,
"scrraping technnique") or kerokan,
k
andd it is very w
widely usedd, as a form
m of "folk"
med
dicine, uponn members of
o individuaal householdds.

"Fo
olk" techn
nique
In describing
d
thhe Gua Sha techniques as a form of
o "folk" meedicine, the term "folk"" is not
beinng used in aany pejorativ
ve sense. It is used to emphasize:
e
•
•
•

the extremely widesspread dome
estic use of the techniquee (thus, used
d by the "folkk") as a
method of first‐conttact interven
ntion,
that com
mplex medicaal diagnosis is not requirred (and, thu
us, any decision to use orr not use
Gua Shaa can be reliaably made byy the "folk"), and
the overrall safety off the technique (meaningg that it is saffe for the "fo
olk" to use).

Nottwithstandinng, the Gua Sha techniqque is just as
a importantt a part of thhe legitimatte
pracctice of the specialist practitionerss of Traditioonal Chinesee Medicine as is the use of fire
cuppping; and itt is a highly reputable technique
t
thhat is applied just as muuch by thesee highly
trainned experts as it is applied by the "folk" userss.
As with
w many of
o the "folkk" methods that
t are usedd domesticaally as a forrm of first
inteervention, thhe use of Guua Sha oftenn precludes any need foor any moree complex medical
m
treaatment; and,, because itss use meanss that further medical trreatment is uunnecessary
y, the
techhnique, althoough extrem
mely widesppread, is oftten hidden from
f
view, and
a its role as a
veryy significannt and very important
i
paarticipant inn the overalll health care of a comm
munity
may
y not be imm
mediately appparent.

Therefore, in the case of Gua Sha, the term "folk" medicine should not be thought of as
separate from the practice of more complex Traditional Chinese Medicine, but far more
as an immediate form of domestic "first-aid" intervention that serves to prevent any need
for further medical intervention by a medical professional.

Technique
Gua Sha involves repeated pressured strokes over lubricated skin with a smooth edge.
Commonly a ceramic Chinese soup spoon was used, or a well worn coin, even honed
animal bones, water buffalo horn, or jade. A simple metal cap with a rounded edge is
commonly used.
In cases of fatigue from heavy work a piece of ginger root soaked in rice wine is
sometimes used to rub down the spine from head to tail.
The smooth edge is placed against the pre-oiled skin surface, pressed down firmly, and
then moved down the muscles -- hence the term "tribo-effleurage" (i.e., friction-stroking)
-- or along the pathway of the acupuncture meridians, along the surface of the skin, with
each stroke being about 4-6 inches long.
This causes extravasation of blood from the peripheral capillaries (petechiae) and may
result in sub-cutaneous blemishing (ecchymosis), which usually takes 2-4 days to fade.
Sha rash does not represent capillary rupture as in bruising, as is evidenced by the
immediate fading of petechiae to echymosis, and the rapid resolution of sha as compared
to bruising. The color of sha varies according to the severity of the patient's blood stasis - which may correlate with the nature, severity and type of their disorder --appearing
from a dark blue-black to a light pink, but is most often a shade of red. Although the
marks on the skin look painful, they are not. Patients typically feel immediate sense of
relief and change.
Practitioners tend to follow the tradition they were taught to obtain sha: typically using
either gua sha or fire cupping. The techniques are not used together.

Indications
In classical Chinese practice, the Gua Sha technique is most commonly used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce fever (the technique was used to treat cholera).
Treat fatigue caused by exposure to heat (often used to treat heat‐stroke) or cold.
Cough and dyspnea: bronchitis, asthma, emphysema.
Treat muscle and tendon injuries.
Push sluggish circulation, fibromyalgia.
Treat headache.
Treat sunstrokes / heat syncope and nausea.
Treat stiffness, pain, immobility.
Treat digestive disorders.
Treat urinary, gynecological disorders.
To assist with reactions to food poisoning.[6]

